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Focus of the research

With the increasing adoption of remote monitoring technologies, wearables, and smart implants post-pandemic, medical device enterprises and manufacturers are experiencing a major 
shift in the industry toward building a connected care ecosystem that seamlessly integrates people, technology, and data across the care continuum. Enterprises are looking to augment 
their current device portfolio with digital technologies to truly support the patient journey across care settings. To support enterprises on their connected care journey, service providers are 
ramping up both their engineering and digital capabilities through industry-specific partnerships, IP, and innovation centers to truly benefit stakeholders across both the healthcare and 
MedTech ecosystem

In this research, we present an assessment of 19 medical device service providers featured on the connected medical device services PEAK Matrix®. The assessment is based on 
Everest Group’s annual RFI process for calendar year 2022, interactions with leading connected medical device service providers, client reference checks, and an ongoing analysis of the 
connected medical device services market.

This report includes the profiles of the following 19 leading medical devices service providers featured on the connected medical device services PEAK Matrix:
l Leaders: Accenture, Capgemini, Cognizant, HCL Technologies, LTTS, and TCS
l Major Contenders: Atos, Cyient, Deloitte, HARMAN DTS, Mindtree, Mphasis, Tata Elxsi, Tech Mahindra, Virtusa, and Wipro
l Aspirants: Birlasoft, eInfochips, and Innominds

Geography Providers Services
Global Medical devices service 

providers
Connected medical 
device services

Scope of this report
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This report has over 19 provider profiles/buyer case studies/architecture of the survey 
questionnaire, etc.
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Provider A | connected medical device services profile (page 1 of 5)
Everest Group assessment – Leader

Market impact Vision & capability

Market adoption Portfolio mix Value delivered Overall Vision and strategy
Scope of services 

offered
Innovation and 

investments Delivery footprint Overall

Strengths Limitations

l Strong technical expertise, especially in software development, supported by its 
investments in IPs, CoEs, and accelerators to support clients in areas such as image 
processing, digital health, and surgical robotics

l Ability to onboard high-quality talent that can be ramped up/down in line with the client 
needs; good communication between onshore and offshore teams

l Very flexible and proactive in addressing client requirements, indicating strong client 
management and communication that helps in building credibility and long-standing 
relationships

l Clients perceive Provider A not only as a price-competitive player but also appreciate its 
high commercial flexibility and willingness to work around budget constraints

l Clients are expecting Provider A to take a proactive approach in positioning itself as a 
strategic consulting partner by pitching new and innovative ideas that will help them 
build differentiation in the industry

l Given its strong foothold in the North American region, Provider A can look to expand its 
presence in Europe and APAC

l Improve presence in onshore and nearshore locations to further enhance client 
engagement

l Build industry-specific partnerships, especially in security domain, to address the 
growing demand for cybersecurity services in the medical devices industry

Measure of capability: HighLow
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Provider A | connected medical device services profile (page 2 of 5)
Overview

Company mission/vision statement
Provider A’s vision is to be a preferred partner to healthcare companies in their journey to deliver scalable, 
insight-driven value-based solutions and services. They intend to develop a scalable vendor-neutral solution 
by adopting best practices and enabling integrated available/third-party services for delivering innovative 
services quickly.

Overview of the client base
Clients are majorly situated within North America, consisting of leading MedTech and life science technology 
OEMs across  diagnostics, therapeutic, IVD, surgical, and pharma.

Connected medical device services revenue1

<US$25 million US$25-50 million US$50-100 million >US$100 million

1 Revenue range is based on Everest Group estimate
Source: Everest Group (2022)

Low (<10%) Medium (10-20%) High (>20%)

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Connected medical device services revenue split by theme
Device development 
and sensor engineering

Connectivity 
enablement

Platform 
development

Analytics and data 
management

Data integrity and 
security

Connected medical device services revenue split by function

Consulting Design Implementation Maintenance/ 
management

Connected medical device services revenue split by geography

North America Europe (excluding UK) United Kingdom

Asia Pacific South America Middle East & Africa

Connected medical device services revenue split by buyer size

Small 
(annual revenue 
<US$1 billion)

Medium 
(annual revenue = 
US$1-5 billion)

Large 
(annual revenue = 
US$5-10 billion)

Very large
(annual revenue 
>US$10 billion)
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Provider A | connected medical device services profile (page 3 of 5)
Case studies & consultative frameworks

Consultative frameworks (representative list)

Framework Details

Framework 1 AI-based framework for early detection of Sepsis

Framework 2 AI-based framework for developing 3D images in microscopes

Framework 3 AI framework for faster data acquisition

Framework 4 Medical security framework for enabling connected medical solutions

Framework 5 Engineering AI framework with OCR, NLP and ML capabilities

Framework 6 Framework for analyzing and improving compliance in line with various regional regulations such as FDA and EUMDR

Case study 1 Digital transformation of legacy monitoring system

Business challenge
To perform digital transformation of an existing legacy remote monitoring system to an advance, highly 
scalable, and reliable platform for covering emerging technologies.

Solution and impact
Provider A implemented an IoT-based data ingestion and visualization framework with real time notifications 
to technical team in case of device failure and real time remote monitoring of device parameters. Designed 
customized rule engine to derive the device specific rules, scheduled reporting capability to relevant stake 
holders and device productivity & utilization monitoring. Impact includes increased productivity by 15% and 
improvement in efficiency of deliverables by 10%, which resulted in cost optimization.

Case study 2 Next-gen quality and complaint management system

Business challenge
To build a platform for tracking, classifying, and addressing end-user complaints against medical devices and 
supplies within the limited time to meet regulatory reporting requirements.

Solution and impact
Provider A helped the customer in developing an end-to-end AI and RPA platform based on inhouse 
proprietary AI too. The tool enabled the entire process from complaint collation from various platforms through 
triage process to investigation and final closure. It built centralized dashboards for complaint analysis 
and predicted failures and their causes. Impact includes Increased productivity by 15%, helped customers in 
accurate complaint categorization, workflow automation of over 100K+ complaints, effective tracking of 
symptom codes, Improved CAPA formulation and reduced time for closure.

NOT EXHAUSTIVE
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Provider A | connected medical device services profile (page 4 of 5)
Offerings

Custom solutions (representative list)

Accelerator name Details

Accelerator 1 An AI model development for analysis of chest Xray, which provides decision support to Radiologist with an accuracy >90%, handling 10 different pathologies in chest X ray images

Accelerator 2 An AI predictive maintenance solution that monitors critical operating assets and diagnoses the root-causes of variations and anomalies

Accelerator 3 AR based content management solution that enables product information at fingertips

Accelerator 4 Sustainability management tool for enabling forecasting and load profiling to optimize energy usage across factories

Accelerator 5 Portfolio of solutions and advisory service to help asset-intensive manufacturers drive reliable operations optimally by balancing costs, availability, and reliability of capital assets

Accelerator 6 Platform for application development for healthcare platforms

Proprietary tools/accelerators developed to aid service delivery (representative list)

Solution Details
Solution 1 Endo-trainer kit solution to enable robotic surgery

Solution 2 Enables fast acceleration of product development

Solution 3 Enables consolidation and extraction of data across different resources for CER reporting

Solution 4 Proprietary cloud IoT platform, is built to rapidly customize and seamlessly deploy IoT products with the ability to integrate with best-in-class big data and analytics tools

NOT EXHAUSTIVE
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Provider A | connected medical device services profile (page 5 of 5)
Recent developments/investments

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

Key events (representative list)

Event name Type of event Details

Event 1 Partnership To offer energy solutions to create sustainable factories.

Event 2 Acquisition To strengthen its footprint in telecom Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) and service provider space across key elements of 5G such as private networks, and narrow 
band IoT

Event 3 Partnership Partnership to develop one of the world’s most accurate radiology assist solution for 30+ health conditions

Event 4 Acquisition To enable high-end services to its global customers across hi-tech and semiconductor industries

Event 5 Acquisition To enhance capabilities in the semiconductor & product OEM space
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